Estimating conditional proportion curves by regression residuals.
Researchers often derive a categorical outcome from an observed continuous measurement y. For example, human obesity status can be defined by the body mass index. They proceed to estimate the conditional proportion curve p(x) = P(y<or=c(x)|x) versus the covariate x by regular categorical data analysis. In doing so, they fail to fully use the rich information in the original continuous measurement. Researchers also face additional difficulties caused by the uncertainty of the cutoff c(x), which defines the categories. For example, some cutoff may cause artificial discontinuity or non-smoothness in the conditional proportion curve p(x). We propose a fully nonparametric empirical estimator using the standardized regression residuals from the general location-scale model y=m(x) + v(x)e for the original continuous measurement. We prove the consistency of the proposed estimator in regular settings. The proposed estimator has several attractive features: it readily provides estimates for alternative cutoff values, and easily accommodates the discontinuity in p(x) caused by special cutoff. Numerical examples demonstrate that our method has better performance in mean-squared error than some alternative approaches. We also discuss a design-adjusted version of the proposed estimators to accommodate survey designs. The proposed methods are applied to data on obesity measurements among female Hispanic Americans. This new approach can be applied to other epidemiological and socio-economic research that needs to define population categories from underlying continuous measurements.